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follow a certain course and not
walker or things of that nature
what I am doing on the streets
because I do not want to be killed
accident by some person who is dr
a bad driver. I have had too ma
escapes not to be a little fearful
differ that much from other peo
may be others who do not care w
are killed today or tomorrow, b
they are a very small percenta
population.

As I mentioned last year, fea
operates even among those peopl
trained to kill, and like thousand
Canadians I was trained to kill.
want to destroy anyone, but in w
have no choice. I do not recall an
my acquaintance during wartime
out being a coward, was not some
ful with regard to his own life. Bu
experience is that men do not sac
lives without some reason for it. T
blindly sacrifice themselves. So
fear of death must operate gener
society. However, there are those
that the murderer takes a differe
life and that he is careless as to
not he is killed. He is so sure he
found out that he does not care
penalty. Of course this is somethin
not be backed up by statistical evi
only impression I can form is fro
experience and I have reached the
that some people at any rate are
fear of death, and that conseque
like that would not commit a cri
they fear the consequences. Now,
shown to be wrong, then I wi
change my opinion with regard
punishment.

* (4:30 p.m.)

Mr. Nugent: Would the hox
accept a question?

Mr. Churchill: Yes, sir.

Mr. Nugent: The hon. member]
cannot find that the statistics sho
I suppose he has looked at them
that the statistics for those states
capital punishment, and those st
they do not, seem to be about th
the hon. member feels that the fe
should be such a deterrent, wo
expect to find a marked differe
statistics, if his argument is correct

Mr. Churchill: I dealt with tha
last year. I quoted the figures frorm
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be a jay- paper and I reached the conclusion that
. I watch nothing was proven either way. If the hon.
of Ottawa member can go beyond that, if he will look
in a traffic at what said on April 5 at page 3866 of
unk, or by Hansard, then perbaps he will find Ms
ny narrow answer. He did not take the precaution of
. I do not reading my speech of last year. If he will
ple. There read that and then later on, either here in
hether they the House of Commons or when we meet
ut I think somewhere else, indicate to me that I reached
ge of the the wrong conclusion, I will be very happy. I

know that hie will express his point of view
r of death with vigour. I was fot convinced then and I
e who are stili ar not convinced. I did not say the
s of other statisties did not show anything, which is

I do not what the hon. member said. I said they did
artime you not prove the case.
y person of I deait with the sanctity of lite. This, sir, la
who, with- a powertul argument indeed. We like to
what care- think that human lite should be held sacred.
t again my We have been living in an age of violence,
rifice their when we have become callous and indifferent
hey do not to the loss of human lite. Our highway acci-
I say that dents alone, sir, show the indifference of our
ally in our populace to this. We have not sufficiently
vho tell me stringent laws to curtail the slaughter that
nt view of occurs on our highways. The state has prov-
whether or en itself indifferent to the sanctity of lite
will not be because it has failed to take the necessary

about the measures with regard to that problem o! our
g that can- society. I think we could give many other
dence. The examples to indicate we are not sufficiently
m my Own concerned with the sanctity of life.
conclusion When I read the mortality tables for some

leterred by areas of Canada, I find they are shocking.
ntly people Where is our concern for the sanctity o!
ne because human lite? Why are we not doing more
if I can be about it? I think we are living in an age of
ll have to

to capital violence, in an age when we are indifferent
to the sanctity of human lite. When this
aspect ot the question is raîsed during a
discussion o! capital punishment, it does not

, member seem to me that it carnes as much weight as
may perhaps be intended by those who deal
with that particular subject.

has said he 1 suppose one's attitude is coloured by his
v anything. experience in lite. I have lived during a

and finds period when the sanctity of human lite has
that have been ignored by the world as a whole, when

ates where positively millions o! people have been killed
e same. If in one way or another. This, I suppose, has

ar of death had an effect on society generally, and has
uld he not made us less sensitive to the problem that we
nce in the would be if we had been living in a more
? peaceful period. However, I an not going to
t argument prolong what I have to say now. I think that

the whmte I cannot do any better than read a few ol the


